GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN
MINISTRY OF RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS
AND INTERFAITH HARMONY

No. 3(1)/2018-PW

Islamabad, the 23rd April, 2018

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Subject: NOMINATION OF PHARMACISTS FOR HAJJ MEDICAL MISSION-2018

The undersigned is directed to refer to the subject cited above and to state that as per Saudi Taleemaat (Instructions) Pharmacists are mandatory and integral part for establishment of hospitals & dispensaries in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for provision of Health cover to the Pilgrims during their stay for performance of Hajj.

2. Selection criteria, Terms of References (TORs) and Duties & Responsibilities for the nominations of Pharmacists for inclusion in the Hajj Medical Mission-2018 are attached [Annex - I]. The duration of their stay at Saudi Arabia will be upto 45 days.

3. Selected pharmacists for Hajj Medical Mission will have to undergo the required training at Haji Camp, Islamabad for which no financial claim shall be entertained. However, airfare, free accommodation and daily allowance as prescribed by the Government for their duty period in KSA will be paid by DG (Hajj), Jeddah. It is ought to be inculcated that the members of Hajj Medical Mission are being sent to KSA on the finances contributed by Hujjaj and it is their duty to ensure a commensurate degree of service to the pilgrims.

4. To ensure enforcement of strict discipline and in case of unsatisfactory performance or misconduct of the nominees or involvement in any political, sectarian, ethnic and any obnoxious activity, which cause distortion of country’s fame they will be liable to punishment including their repatriation on their own cost and initiation of strict disciplinary action by the respective department.

5. The nominations [two (2) principal & two (2) alternate] must accompany with prescribed proforma (copy enclosed) along with attested, legible copies of the following documents latest:

   i) Passport [in original] Valid upto April, 2019
   ii) Medical fitness certificate
   iii) 04 colored photographs with blue background [Passport Size]
   iv) Two photo copies of CNIC
   v) Two photo copies of the Office Card
   vi) Copy of Pay Slip [March, 2018]
   vii) Acceptance Form duly filled in by the nominee and countersigned by the respective Department
   viii) NOC of the Department

6. The Ministry of Religious Affairs and Interfaith Harmony reserves the right to accept or reject the nominations as well as to abolish the allocated slots.

7. The nominations received after the cut-off date i.e. 10.05.2018 will not be considered.

The Secretary,
Capital Administration & Development Divisions,
Islamabad

CC:

i. P.S to Minister, M/o RA&IH, Islamabad.
ii. P.S to Secretary, M/o RA&IH, Islamabad.
iii. APS to Additional Secretary, M/o RA&IH, Islamabad.
iv. Director, HMM-2018.

[Signature]
Section Officer (PW)
No. 3(1)/2018-PW

Islamabad, the 23rd April, 2018

Secretary,
Government of the Punjab,
Primary & Secondary Health Department,
Lahore

Subject: NOMINATION OF PHARMACISTS FOR HAJJ MEDICAL MISSION-2018

I am directed to refer to the subject cited above and to state that as per Saudi Taleemat (Instructions) Pharmacists are mandatory and integral part for establishment of hospitals & dispensaries in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for provision of Health cover to the Pilgrims during their stay for performance of Hajj.

2. Selection criteria, Terms of References (TORs) and Duties & Responsibilities for the nominations of Pharmacists for inclusion in the Hajj Medical Mission-2018 are attached (Annex - I). The duration of their stay at Saudi Arabia will be upto 45 days.

3. Selected pharmacists for Hajj Medical Mission will have to undergo the required training at Hajj Camp, Islamabad for which no financial claim shall be entertained. However, airfare, free accommodation and daily allowance as prescribed by the Government for their duty period in KSA will be paid by DG (Hajj), Jeddah. It is ought to be inculcated that the members of Hajj Medical Mission are being sent to KSA on the finances contributed by Hujjaj and it is their duty to ensure a commensurate degree of service to the pilgrims.

4. To ensure enforcement of strict discipline and in case of unsatisfactory performance or misconduct of the nominees or involvement in any political, sectarian, ethnic and any obnoxious activity, which cause distortion of country’s fame they will be liable to punishment including their repatriation on their own cost and initiation of strict disciplinary action by the respective department.

5. The nominations (thirteen (13) principal & thirteen (13) alternate) must accompany with prescribed proforma (copy enclosed) along with attested, legible copies of the following documents latest:

i) Passport (in original) Valid upto April, 2019
ii) Medical fitness certificate
iii) 04 colored photographs with blue background (Passport Size)
iv) Two photo copies of CNIC
v) Two photo copies of the Office Card
vi) Copy of Pay Slip (March, 2018)
vii) Acceptance Form duly filled in by the nominee and countersigned by the respective Department
viii) NOC of the Department

6. The Ministry of Religious Affairs and Interfaith Harmony reserves the right to accept or reject the nominations as well as to abolish the allocated slots.

7. The nominations received after the cut-off date i.e. 10.05.2018 will not be considered.

Copy for information to:
1. Chief Secretary, Government of the Punjab, Lahore.
2. Director, HMM-2018.

CC: P.S to Minister, M/o RA&IH, Islamabad.
P.S to Secretary, M/o RA&IH, Islamabad.
APS to Additional Secretary, M/o RA&IH, Islamabad.
NO: 3(1)/2018-PW

Islamabad, the 23rd April, 2018

Secretary,
Government of the Sindh,
Health Department,
Karachi

Subject: NOMINATION OF PHARMACISTS FOR HAJJ MEDICAL MISSION-2018

I am directed to refer to the subject cited above and to state that as per Saudi Taleemaat (Instructions) Pharmacists are mandatory and integral part for establishment of hospitals & dispensaries in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for provision of Health cover to the Pilgrims during their stay for performance of Hajj.

2. Selection criteria, Terms of References (TORs) and Duties & Responsibilities for the nominations of Pharmacists for inclusion in the Hajj Medical Mission-2018 are attached [Annex - I]. The duration of their stay at Saudi Arabia will be upto 45 days.

3. Selected pharmacists for Hajj Medical Mission will have to undergo the required training at Haji Camp, Islamabad for which no financial claim shall be entertained. However, airfare, free accommodation and daily allowance as prescribed by the Government for their duty period in KSA will be paid by DG (Hajj), Jeddah. It is ought to be inculcated that the members of Hajj Medical Mission are being sent to KSA on the finances contributed by Hujjaj and it is their duty to ensure a commensurate degree of service to the pilgrims.

4. To ensure enforcement of strict discipline and in case of unsatisfactory performance or misconduct of the nominees or involvement in any political, sectarian, ethnic and any obnoxious activity, which cause distortion of country’s fame they will be liable to punishment including their repatriation on their own cost and initiation of strict disciplinary action by the respective department.

5. The nominations (five (5) principal & five (5) alternate) must accompany with prescribed proforma (copy enclosed) along with attested, legible copies of the following documents latest:
   i) Passport (in original) Valid upto April, 2019
   ii) Medical fitness certificate
   iii) 04 colored photographs with blue background (Passport Size)
   iv) Two photo copies of CNIC
   v) Two photo copies of the Office Card
   vi) Copy of Pay Slip (March, 2018)
   vii) Acceptance Form duly filled in by the nominee and countersigned by the respective Department
   viii) NOC of the Department

6. The Ministry of Religious Affairs and Interfaith Harmony reserves the right to accept or reject the nominations as well as to abolish the allocated slots.

7. The nominations received after the cut-off date i.e. 10.05.2018 will not be considered.

Copy for information to:
1. Chief Secretary, Government of the Sindh, Karachi.
2. Director, HMM-2018.

CC:
P.S to Minister, M/o RA&IH, Islamabad.
P.S to Secretary, M/o RA&IH, Islamabad.
APS to Additional Secretary, M/o RA&IH, Islamabad.

[Signature]
Section Officer (RSA)
GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN 
MINISTRY OF RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS 
AND INTERFAITH HARMONY

No. 3(1)/2018-PW

Secretary,
Government of the KP,
Health Department,
Peshawar

Islamabad, the 23rd April, 2018

Subject: NOMINATION OF PHARMACISTS FOR HAJJ MEDICAL MISSION-2018

I am directed to refer to the subject cited above and to state that as per Saudi Taleemat (Instructions) Pharmacists are mandatory and integral part for establishment of hospitals & dispensaries in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for provision of Health cover to the Pilgrims during their stay for performance of Hajj.

2. Selection criteria, Terms of References (TORs) and Duties & Responsibilities for the nominations of Pharmacists for inclusion in the Hajj Medical Mission-2018 are attached (Annex - I). The duration of their stay at Saudi Arabia will be upto 45 days.

3. Selected pharmacists for Hajj Medical Mission will have to undergo the required training at Haji Camp, Islamabad for which no financial claim shall be entertained. However, airfare, free accommodation and daily allowance as prescribed by the Government for their duty period in KSA will be paid by DG [Hajj], Jeddah. It is ought to be inculcated that the members of Hajj Medical Mission are being sent to KSA on the finances contributed by Hujjaj and it is their duty to ensure a commensurate degree of service to the pilgrims.

4. To ensure enforcement of strict discipline and in case of unsatisfactory performance or misconduct of the nominees or involvement in any political, sectarian, ethnic and any obnoxious activity, which cause distortion of country’s fame they will be liable to punishment including their repatriation on their own cost and initiation of strict disciplinary action by the respective department.

5. The nominations (three (3) principal & (3) three alternate) must accompany with prescribed proforma (copy enclosed) along with attested, legible copies of the following documents latest:

   i) Passport (in original) Valid upto April, 2019
   ii) Medical fitness certificate
   iii) 04 colored photographs with blue background (Passport Size)
   iv) Two photo copies of CNIC
   v) Two photo copies of the Office Card
   vi) Copy of Pay Slip (March, 2018)
   vii) Acceptance Form duly filled in by the nominee and countersigned by the respective Department
   viii) NOC of the Department

6. The Ministry of Religious Affairs and Interfaith Harmony reserves the right to accept or reject the nominations as well as to abolish the allocated slots.

7. The nominations received after the cut-off date i.e. 10.05.2018 will not be considered.

Copy for information to:
1. Chief Secretary, Government of the KP, Peshawar.
2. Director, HMM-2018.

CC:
P.S to Minister, M/o RA&IH, Islamabad.
P.S to Secretary, M/o RA&IH, Islamabad.
APS to Additional Secretary, M/o RA&IH, Islamabad.

Zahar Iqbal
Section Officer (PW)
No. 3[1]/2018-PW

Islamabad, the 23rd April, 2018

Secretary,
Government of the Balochistan,
Health Department,
Quetta

Subject: NOMINATION OF PHARMACISTS FOR HAJJ MEDICAL MISSION-2018

I am directed to refer to the subject cited above and to state that as per Saudi Taieemah (Instructions) Pharmacists are mandatory and integral part for establishment of hospitals & dispensaries in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for provision of Health cover to the Pilgrims during their stay for performance of Hajj.

2. Selection criteria, Terms of References (TORs) and Duties & Responsibilities for the nominations of Pharmacists for inclusion in the Hajj Medical Mission-2018 are attached (Annex - I). The duration of their stay at Saudi Arabia will be upto 45 days.

3. Selected pharmacists for Hajj Medical Mission will have to undergo the required training at Haji Camp, Islamabad for which no financial claim shall be entertained. However, airfare, free accommodation and daily allowance as prescribed by the Government for their duty period in KSA will be paid by DG (Hajj), Jeddah. It is ought to be inculcated that the members of Hajj Medical Mission are being sent to KSA on the finances contributed by Hujjaj and it is their duty to ensure a commensurate degree of service to the pilgrims.

4. To ensure enforcement of strict discipline and in case of unsatisfactory performance or misconduct of the nominees or involvement in any political, sectarian, ethnic and any obnoxious activity which cause distortion of country's fame they will be liable to punishment including their repatriation on their own cost and initiation of strict disciplinary action by the respective department.

5. The nominations (two (2) principal & two (2) alternate) must accompany with prescribed proforma (copy enclosed) along with attested, legible copies of the following documents latest:

   i) Passport (in original) Valid upto April, 2019
   ii) Medical fitness certificate
   iii) 04 colored photographs with blue background [Passport Size]
   iv) Two photo copies of CNIC
   v) Two photo copies of the Office Card
   vi) Copy of Pay Slip [March, 2018]
   vii) Acceptance Form duly filled in by the nominee and countersigned by the respective Department
   viii) NOC of the Department

6. The Ministry of Religious Affairs and Interfaith Harmony reserves the right to accept or reject the nominations as well as to abolish the allocated slots.

7. The nominations received after the cut-off date i.e. 10.05.2018 will not be considered.

Copy for information to:
1. Chief Secretary, Government of the Balochistan, Quetta.
2. Director, HMM-2018.

CC: P.S to Minister, M/o RA&IH, Islamabad.
P.S to Secretary, M/o RA&IH, Islamabad.
APS to Additional Secretary, M/o RA&IH, Islamabad.